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Rugby Area Conservation Report – for year 2018
A report of some of the work done by volunteers of Warwickshire Wildlife Trust – Rugby
Butterfly Conservation – Warwickshire and Rugby Rotary clubs.
Phil Parr, WWT - Rugby Conservation Officer, & Butterfly Conservation Rugby Area Liaison Officer,
28 July 2019

Ashlawn: Onley Glade and Embankment 6-9-18,

Path to Jolly’s Meadow 10-10-18,

Section E9e 18-11-18

Hours Worked by Wildlife Trust – Rugby Wildlife volunteers
Rugby Wildlife Groups –
Ashlawn, Swift Valley, Cock Robin Wood, Newbold Quarry Park & WWT Nature Force,
Hours worked By Rugby Wildlife 2018 –
Total 5383 hours and more than 1364 volunteer attendances.
This comprises: - for Ashlawn, 82 work parties and numerous other visits for planning, surveying,
2421 hours by 488 volunteer attendances including WWT Nature Force teams, plus 220 hours by 140
youngsters from Rugby School directed by Steve Wright.
Steve, Ray, Richard, and Margaret attended courses to learn new skills and be qualified to use them.
Ray, Margaret, & Richard are now Workparty Leaders and First Aiders.
Steve & Lawrence did weeklong courses for chainsaw certificates kindly funded by The Rotary Club.
Ray & Richard did the herbicide course.
Surveys for Lepidoptera and Amphibians involved more than 37 visits
And weekly Butterfly Transect Walk needed 25 visits
Rugby Rotary Club started work to improve Ashlawn Cutting North in October between the northern gate
and Bridge Street Bridge. By the end of the year they had made 40 volunteer visits totalling 173 Hours
work
So, working with Rotarians, surveys, courses, assessments, and liaising totalled over 786 Hours.
That made a grand total of 3427 hours worked on Ashlawn (more details on request)
Swift Valley NR

The Swift group put in just on 1000 hrs but lost four new members who didn’t take to it.

Cock Robin Wood NR Nine regulars attended who clocked up a total of 956 hours and 387

attendances. The hours include maintaining tools and doing the dreaded administration. See
below for their report
Hours worked by Rugby Wildlife in Previous years: 2017 – 6608 Hours, 1324 volunteer visits,
2016 - 5689 Hours, 1517 volunteer visits,
2014 - 4564 Hours, 1191 volunteer visits,
2012 – 2868 Hours, 934 volunteer visits,

2015 – 4780 Hours, 1259 volunteer visits,
2013 - 3873 Hours, 931 volunteer visits,
2011 - 2795 Hours, 842 volunteer visits

Some of the hours worked by Butterfly Conservation – Warwickshire (BC-W) in Rugby Borough.
Butterfly Conservation volunteers do a huge amount of work on sites the Wildlife Trust can’t secure
funding for and several our volunteers work with them. Of the tremendous 5921 hours of volunteer effort
on projects in the county over 1184 hours were worked on four prestigious sites within Rugby
Borough. These were to restore habitats and paths at the north end of Great Central Walk at Newton and
its Newton Nature Trail in conjunction with volunteers from Newton Parish Council and will be known as
the Five Arches Wildlife Site to be reopened in 2019, Ryton Wood Meadows Nature Reserve, Ryton
Country Park, and Cemex Malpass Site off Parkfield Road.
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Not included in these hours is their work at Draycote Water, Draycote disused railway, and Nelson's Wharf
Stockton.
A tremendous effort, many thanks to everyone involved
Website www.rugbywildlife.info
Ray took over from Jan Elliot as manager of the website. Our thanks to Jan for managing it for so long and
for Ray for stepping into her shoes.
The website shows the dates of planned walks and work-parties so people can join us, as well as reports
from Rugby wildlife sites. It currently receives over 4000 hits per month.
Ray welcomes sightings, reports, and photos that may be used on it.
Rugby in Bloom:
We are very pleased that Ashlawn Cutting NR was awarded a Gold and Overall
Winner in the Environmental Category.
Our Swift Valley Group was awarded a well-deserved a Gold award in the Environmental Category.
It’s great that the hard work put in by all the volunteers is
recognised.
This was the second year that the award in memory of the
late Sean Lawson (Head of Environment and Public Realm
for RBC) for an ‘outstanding contribution to Rugby in
Bloom’ was presented and I was most surprised and
overwhelmed to receive it this year. I couldn’t do what I do
without the support of a dedicated small team to whom I
give my grateful thanks.
The Weather played a big part in the fortunes of both flora and fauna.
January brought wet snow that brought down many trees
February proved to be a cold month with snow towards the end of it.
On 10th March frogs arrived to spawn but pools were frozen on the 18th which didn’t bode well for success
rate of breeding. Coltsfoot flowered in one or two places giving us hope that spring was not too far away
Presentation of The Environmental Award to some of our Ashlawn volunteers.

The Wildlife Trust’s Nature Reserves in Rugby
Ashlawn Cutting - Local Nature Reserve
Ashlawn WWT Reserve is 2.3 km long and the northern
section of the cutting is a further 1.1km
We now hold regular work parties on Thursdays as well as
alternate Sundays. See our website for the dates and
request our Secretary to add you to our email distribution list
to find the place on the reserve to meet and the tasks we
plan to do.

Section F5e to Ashlawn Bridge access Zig-zag path
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We held 85 work parties and made numerous other visits for surveying and planning purposes.

Help with Ashlawn management:
Sewa Day

We again were pleased to
host a visit of Hindu
Swayamsevak Sangh HSS Rugby branch
members who wished to do
some environmental
management work to
celebrate their annual
SEWA Day and joined us to help with grassland
management and litter picking.
The visit had to be rescheduled due to very heavy rain, but
today the sun shone.
They also kindly provided very welcome refreshments.
F4e Sewa volunteers rake up arisings from grass cut 28-10-18 and
Refreshments are served

Ashlawn Cutting North - partnership with Rugby Rotary Club.
Ashln Sun St. Rotary Club
Project 22-11-18 PP

For years we have
wanted to improve
habitats currently outside
the Wildlife Trust Nature
Reserve between
Hillmorton Rd and Abbey
St. but have not had the
resources to do it.
To commemorate their Centenary in 2022 the Rotarians were looking for a project to
help bring it to the public’s attention while at the same time improving the environment, so in April Steve,
Ray, & I met Laurence their current President on site to discuss the possibility of them taking on Ashlawn
North. We will offer advice and give them help when we can. The aim of this work is to open up views
from the amenity area into the adjacent cutting, to create ‘glades’ within the tree cover and to improve
habitats for wildlife conservation.
In October unwanted fencing and mesh was removed from around the Sun St Amenity Area, unwanted
scrub and trees in the proposed Forest School area were removed, and large bags were filled with litter.
In November 6 of us and 10 Rotarians worked near Sun St doing tasks including hedging, coppicing,
bramble control, grassland restoration, and clearing a huge amount of litter and rubble. It was nice that
walkers stopped to tell us they were pleased to see improvements being made.
We hope the improved environment will encourage other people to take more care of it, pick up after their
dogs, and not fly-tip or drop so much litter.
Butterfly Conservation - Warwickshire Branch: set up a Transect Walk, and BC volunteer Elaine again
took on the task of doing the weekly survey walks which follow strict rules. This enables trends in species
numbers to be analysed from one year to the next. Their Conservation Officer visited and gave helpful
advice on how best to manage areas of the reserve. We used to manage CEMEX’s Malpass Site including
the Spoilbank off Parkfield Road but it stretched our resources too far so we were grateful when Butterfly
Conservation’s Warwickshire branch offered to take over the task, so we now help BC do grassland
management, scrub control, a guided walk, and other tasks.
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School groups:
D13e preparation for Paddox
School John Muir group visits
24-5-18 PP6
D12 Paddox presents bird boxes
June 18

Paddox County Primary –
John Muir Award
We helped a group of
children when they made
several visits to the Cutting
to do tasks to try to gain a John Muir Award. These included planting Buckthorn to attract Brimstone
butterflies on Jolly’s Glade (D14e), seeding wildflowers Hemp Agrimony, Common Fleabane, and
Common Knapweed on prepared areas on the banks of Long Pond (D13e), and seeding Bird’s-foot Trefoil
on Signal Bank behind the pond. We showed them what to see on the reserve. This included egg hunting
for Brimstone & Orange tip eggs of which there were plenty to find on the Buckthorn and Lady’s Smock.
Oxeye Daisy was just coming into flower on bank at front of pool. They learnt of the history of the cutting
and station area by looking at photos we provided of the construction of the cutting in 1898 and steam
trains, and some of the remains still visible today.
Rugby School students continued to visit on Wednesday afternoons. They are supervised by a member
of their staff, and the project of the day is directed by our Ashlawn leader Steve Wright. They bring the
tools we provide them with previously and carried out various tasks during the year. These included
enlarging a new scallop glade just south of Pytchley Bridge, so scrub can regenerate for smaller nesting
birds and using the cut brash to create dead hedges thus providing even more habitat.
The Trusts Nature Force Team made 2 visits to cut Station Grasslands, Tower Bank, and near Reservoir
Pond and some of the
marsh edge. Cutting it is
only half of the job as
afterwards the cuttings
must be raked up and
carried away. This was
all completed, and we
are very grateful to
them.
D14w, N Force team take a break 23-8-18 PP

E9e Baby Frog in grass PP0416vs

Great Central Walk path improvement:
Contractors completed laying the northern length of the path from Abbey Street which had brought it up to
Pytchley Bridge by the end of February 2017 It was great to see many new faces enjoying using the
cutting to that point and complements were received to be forwarded to RBC on the huge improvement.
Unfortunately, the VEOLIA grant funding had run out but RBC’s Colin Horton somehow managed to find
resources to complete the path to the south end of the reserve at Onley Lane and work on that length
started towards the end of January 2018. It was completed just before frogs arrive to breed in the pools
which was fortunate as they don’t have much ‘road’ sense.
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F5 Water-logged path before improvements 3-1-18 PP, F5 Path work continues 31-1-18 PP,
F5 Path new surface foundations 31-1-18 PP0529s

RBC made the access to the
reserve at Little Farm official in
January by installing a railing
chicane ‘gateway’. The steep
path below it remains a clay
track.
RBC flail cut the GCW path
verges in February.

Water Quality:
For years we have campaigned to get sewage leaks at Pytchley Bridge and Great Central
station site attended to. Our Steve Wright continued to pursue getting this problem resolved as RBC’s
Colin Horton was still getting no response from Severn Trent/Amey re any repairs to their pipes.
Eventually a team appeared in Marc
h and dug another small investigatory hole near the Pytchley
leak.
Other work was carried out and maybe they found the cause, as evidence of sewage was much reduced
afterwards
Antisocial use of GCW:
We had less problems with lads riding motorcycles though they did appear from time to time, and horse
riders continue to use GCW despite the newly laid path and notices telling them it’s forbidden. We have
been asked to take photographic evidence but not approach them. Police from Rugby Town East group
patrol when there are problems and RBC are taking further measures.
Camping: A tent was put up in the north east corner of the Healthy Living Walk (HLW) in the spring and
was thought to be lived in by people working at Dirft. No toilet facilities are nearby so you can imagine the
result. RBC has arranged for a Public Spaces Protection Order (PSPO) to be issued. A PSPO is intended
to deal with a nuisance or problem in an area that is detrimental to the local community’s quality of life.
Another tent with someone living in it arrived on Jolly’s Meadow in September

Ashlawn Reserve Management
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Clearing trees that had fallen across the path in the recent storms kept us very busy early in the year

Section F4e in snow 27-2-18 PP0622s,

D13e Pytchley East Bank 1-2-18 PP

G1e creating Onley Glade 8-2-18 PP,

E6w Malc creates a barrier 25-11-18 PP

Work party Leader, Steve W 30-8-18 PP

In February we started restoring the East Bank Grassland behind Long Pond. We removed large numbers
of small ash saplings and trimmed back branches of overhanging trees to help restore some ground flora
Grassland Management: Cutting of some areas in the spring rather than in the autumn seemed to be
quite beneficial as it helped species hibernating in clumps of grass, and over-wintering eggs on the
vegetation.
Steve W and Ray H again did the bulk of the cutting work while the rest of us raked and carried. The
autumn was kind to us, and we got all we wanted to do done before Christmas.

F3e Steve's a lot of grass to cut 4-10-18 PP, F3w Malcolm well loaded 4-10-18 PP, F3e Ken gets down to it 4-10-18 PP0316s
Ashln E9e Ray takes a break from grass cutting with brushcutter 18-11-18 PP

Station Platform Grassland. This dry grassland has interesting species, but
unfortunately the new path has taken up about 30% of it when the surface there
was already firm and path good. Common Blue used to breed near the bridge, so
we are working to persuade back by encouraging Bird’s-foot Trefoil
Station Grassland D14w: Management is undertaken by Nature Force and they did
it on 4th October
Tennis Meadow D14e: RBC didn’t cut it for us this year, so we did it ourselves with
brushcutters, this enabled us to be more selective where we cut, and some were
left to be cut in spring next wear.
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Grow Wild
in 2017 we created an area at the north end of Tennis Meadow for this national project to
community groups to transform a communal space by sowing and growing UK native wildflowers. This
year we continued to manage the area to prevent it being overrun with
coarser vegetation. We seeded another area nearby. It again produced a
good show of a variety of cornflowers which lasted most of the summer.
It was again admired by many walkers.
Jolly’s Meadow has a lot of floral interest and despite its small size Brown
Argus, Small Copper and Common Blue were recorded there.
Ashlawn Bridge reserve entrance Z path F5e: In October we improved the grassland and made another
viewpoint, so the reserve is seen as you walk in.
the birds weren’t nesting

Onley Glade G1:
A concentrated effort was made at the beginning of the year to further improve Onley Glade and
embankment . Existing garden escapes Snowdrops and Yellow Loosestrife that possibly arrived when
there was a picnic table up there, flowered as well as lots of Oxeye Daisy. We removed excess numbers
of Creeping Thistle.
We were pleased to see a Small Copper taking an interest in Docks in the newly opened up glade and
they may be breeding on them
The boundary with Onley Lane was reinforced with new Hawthorn whips to create a hedge between
existing trees
The biggest find for me
was the Bolete fungi
underneath an Oak on
the embankment top.
David Champion
confirmed it as
Xerocomellus
porosporous See fungi
report below.
G1e creating Onley Glade 8-2-18; G1e Onley Glade embankment nettles cut 6-9-18

The Trusts Peter Thorne visited bringing a chain saw to tackle
work we would have found difficult. Thanks Peter
BC lent us the use of two Tree Poppers, very useful devices for
levering saplings with up to 1¼ “ diameter trunks out of the ground
without too much digging.
BC supplied us with some Common Buckthorns to plant, so more
Brimstone butterflies can breed. Thanks Mike.

G1 Onley Embankment Top, weeding excess thistles 7-6-18 PP0444

Marsh Management
Weevils licenced by DEFTA, to control and hopefully eliminate the alien Azolla aquatic fern, were
introduced by WWT in May 2017. We were pleased that weevils seem to have much reduced the Azolla in
the main marsh if not eliminated it, but in spring 2018 we noticed them in the scrape nearest Pytchley
Bridge, and again in the marsh. It was perhaps a mistake to put all the weevils in one area of the main
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marsh.
Azolla may well spread
by spores but could otherwise be
carried by dogs and swimming
wildlife, so we were concerned that it
could return to the main marsh.
However, by the end of the year it
looked like we may have got rid of it
completely, but we'll keep an eye out
for it and other invasive species.
Azolla originates in the
nd
weevil release 2 May 2017 and the Azolla problem we don’t want to see returning. PP Americas and was. first
recorded in the UK in around 1840. Azolla has escaped from gardens into the wider environment,
becoming a problem on ponds, lakes, rivers and canals throughout the UK, including areas of conservation
importance such as the New Forest. In April 2014, legislation was introduced that bans the sale of this and
four other invasive aquatic plants in the UK. It has a remarkable ability to multiply; fronds grow rapidly and
elongate until fragments finally break off to form new plants. The mats that form on the water's surface can
be 30cm thick, and during hot weather, can double in size in just 4 or 5 days. These mats:
• - block out light, killing our rich and diverse aquatic flora
• - reduce the oxygen availability which can lead to the death of fish and invertebrates
• - can impede flood defences and water-based recreation, and block irrigation pumps
• - can cause livestock deaths when stock mistake water for land.

Species
Frogs:
Frogs had a very difficult year and numbers of clumps of spawn counted was well down.
Mild weather encouraged them to start movement towards the breeding pools about 14th February with the
first seen in the pools by the 21st, but then biting cold winds and frosts down to -8.8C iced the pools
followed by snow. Another cold spell in mid-March iced the pools again and affected spawn which by this
time had been laid. Spawn in the frost-free zone of the pond (usually underwater) will survive, eggs near to
the surface usually die. These often contract a white fungal infection which can later spread to all the
spawn.
The pools most favoured this year were Station Marsh centre with 40 clumps, Reservoir Pond with 412,
and Pytchley Marsh South with 75. The total for the reserve was 561 clumps, well down on 2017’s 1203.

For more details see separate report.
D14e Res Pond frogs arrived 10-3-18 but frozen 18-3-18, and by 20-3-18 didn’t look good.
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Ashln F5b Ashln Br Pool spawn looked good 20-3-18 PP, Tadpoles growing well there 14-5-18 PP

F3w Baby Toad escapes PP

Newts
Path Pond had become choked with Reed Mace so when
contractors were preparing for the new path surface near Path
Pond, they kindly dredged it for us. Newts now love it again and it is
favourite breeding place. More than 18 were counted there one day
in March. Newts seem to be flourishing on the reserve no doubt
helped by an abundant supply of frogspawn and tadpoles.
Numbers of one species will control another until they balance with
each other e.g. newts are a predator of frog tadpoles when and late
stage frog tadpoles can eat young newts when the frog tadpoles 19-418: Common Newts in Path Pond.
are in the carnivore stage. Like frogs and toads, they use their sticky
tongue to catch such tasty morsels as slugs, snails, crane flies, mites, springtails, worms, spiders and
other invertebrates that stick to the tongue and they reel the prey in like a fisherman reeling in a catch,
only much faster! They are rather nonselective and will prey upon anything that is easily available, they
also eat other tadpoles but not those of the Toad. https://nurturing-nature.co.uk .
We used long willow withies woven between ash stakes and brash to create a partial low barrier around
Path Pond to limit access by dogs so there is less disturbance for the newts. This used material we would
otherwise have had to compost or burn.

Butterfly Summary
Elaine Box, a Butterfly Conservation Warwickshire volunteer (BC-W) again undertook weekly Transect
Walks along the length of the reserve during the 26 weeks main flight period. The results contribute to
county & national schemes and form the basis of an excellent annual report produced by BC Warwickshire
volunteers.
Silver-washed Fritillary numbers appear stable, but a good sign was
of one finding its way to the scallop on Section B (St Peters east
bank).
Also 2 were seen in section ‘D’ on 5th July, one along the HealthyLiving Walk (HLW) & one by Long Pond near Pytchley Bridge.
We continue to encourage violets, the species’ larval food plant, to
grow around our woodland edges, and encourage bramble in sunny
spots as the adults love the nectar of this, as well as thistles,
knapweeds, and of aphid honeydew on leaves
We were treated to some spectacular flying and interplay by three on
section E in July
E7w Silver-washed Frit m 2-7-18 Max Amos

Small Heath again only very low numbers seen on the reserve, they
prefer the adjacent Jubilee Woodland ride the other side of the hedge,
but good news was one spotted on the Onley Glade Embankment by
Eleanor Sutton
Marbled White We hope these will eventually spread from south of
Ashlawn Bridge to other reserves grasslands
Some good signs as one was seen south of Pytchley Bridge, Section E9,
and another on Tennis Meadow
Brimstone continues to do well, and buckthorn whips were planted near
the gardens /tennis court fence of Tennis Meadow and 3 at the top of the
bank above Jolly’s Hedge. Amazingly I counted 72 Brimstone eggs on
the opening buds of these whips on Sunday 22nd April.
Small Copper situation still dire though a few seen at season end.
Holly Blue did well
Common Blue had quite a good year and especially pleasing was increased
numbers in ‘D’ i.e. Tennis & Jolly’s Meadows and Station Grasslands as we
are working hard to keep and improve numbers of Common Blue, Small
Copper, Brown Argus, Burnet Companion and Latticed Heath on the
Top; Brimstone lays egg on a buckthorn. left; a female Common Blue
grasslands at this north end of the reserve.
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Brown Argus only occasion singletons seen, but female Common Blues looked very much like them this
year.
Purple Hairstreak

On 1st July Eleanor Sutton reported a Purple Hairstreak from a tree in Section ‘E’

Comma continues to do well.
Small Tortoiseshell and Peacock are still in very low numbers but there was a slight increase towards
the end of the season.

Ashln F5w Large Skipper 21-6-18 (SW1)s
5W Common Blue female at top, m above 26-5-18 PP0884

E10 Peacock 4- 8-18 PP

Moths:
Mrs Allen runs a moth trap in a garden adjacent to the wet part of the reserve. Amongst the
many highlights of the year was Webb’s Wainscot, only the second record for Warwickshire.
This variable species frequents fens, marshes and brackish ditches where the larvae of feed internally in
the stems of yellow iris, reed-mace, and similar watery plants.
Clifden Nonpareil a good record, several were caught during the year. This is the Victorian collector's
classic all-time favourite, the 'Blue Underwing' recorded, mainly in the south and south-east of England,
the caterpillar feeding mainly on aspen
Gold Spot not that unusual but in 2018 there were more than we normally catch, and it is a striking moth.
The larvae feed on a variety of plants, mainly associated with damp habitats.
Privet Hawkmoth is another highlight because it's a magnificent moth and we don't catch many. It
frequents woodland and suburban habitats, flies in June - July, the larva feeding on privet, lilac and ash

Ashln Gold Spot 27-7-2014 BA,

Clifden nonpariel 5-9-18 BA,

Ashln Webbs Wainscot 27-8-18 BA, Privet Hawk Moth 4-6-18 BA, F5w Lathronympha strigana 27-5-18 PP, D13w Stn Grassland
Cinnabar moth 13-6-18 SW,
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Six Spot Burnet Moth 1-7-18 SW, F4e Celypha lacunana 27-5-18 PP,

Scarlet Tiger

Of the day fliers, we noted Lattice Heath were again in very low numbers.
The colourful Six-spot Burnet have made a quite a comeback with 5 on 8th July while the very similar
Narrow-bordered Five-spot Burnet had a very poor year. The grasslands at the northern end of the
reserve are important for these species
Scarlet Tiger More of these spectacular moths were seen locally, and a few being seen on the reserve
We have planted a few Comfrey and Borage plants at the warm north end of Tennis Meadow and hope
they start breeding on them soon.
Six-spot Burnets did quite well but I only saw one of the similar Narrow Bordered Five-spot Burnets.
However
on 1st July Eleanor Sutton reported that on Section ‘F’( south of Ashlawn Bridge she saw
Narrow-bordered 5-spot Burnet moths (10), 6-spot Burnet (1) [NB all the Burnets she got a close look at
were 5-spot, except for one, so she assumed the ones she couldn't see closely were also 5-spot. She also
saw a Scarlet Tiger (1), patrolling near Ashlawn Road Bridge
Common Wasps
Fewer nests than 2017 but we kept clear of one at the top of Section F3e
Hornet These were seen south of Ashlawn Bridge. A very large one flew by Steve as he was
brushcutting Sections 2 & 3 on 16th Sept which may have been a queen, and I saw several hunting on the
Buddleia of F2w
Dragonflies:
We recorded, Four-spotted
Chaser, Broad-bodied Chaser,
Beautiful Demoiselle, and
Large Red damselflies.

D14e Broad-bodied Chaser female

D14e Beautiful Demoiselle

Birds:

E11w Grey wagtail often appears at the stream in the spring 26-2-18 PP D14e Magnificent Mr Drake 5-4-18 PP
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D14e A Jay takes a peck 24-6-18 PP

Buzzard are now well established in the area, Raven and Red Kite are
occasionally seen or heard overhead, and Kingfisher and Heron visit the
pools sometimes presumably after frogs, newts and sticklebacks.
In March Kate Thorpe, Warden of RSPB Middleton Lakes visited
and walked from Ashlawn Bridge to Hillmorton Rd looking for Willow Tits.
She didn’t find any but thought the habitat looked really good for them.
She gave us some useful advice as how to improve it further including leaving and encouraging as much dead wood as we can. Birch, elder,
alder are favourites. Strap dead and decaying wood to trees, invert cut
birch logs, do all you can to encourage decay!!
If it’s possible to do so, leave as much connecting habitat as possible. She was pleased to notice areas cut
for butterflies and wildflowers have an edge of scrub and trees which is great. Willow tits like to forage in a
shrub layer that is 2-4m high. Willow, hawthorn and other bushy low trees are favoured. She said once
willow tits are lost from an area they rarely come back unless they are in a connected landscape with other
nearby populations. We value her advice and thank her for it.
Mammals:
Hedgehogs:
Debbie, Steve, & Laurence did a torchlight survey of Ashlawn Cutting and some other
residential areas of Hillmorton on May 10th . Torchlight surveys run from 11pm and 4am, a set route is
walked at a slow pace with torches, looking and listening for hedgehogs, and counting and mapping any
that are seen, Steve took a Bat detector with him and got 45 pips at Bridge Street around the trees, but
oddly nothing elsewhere.
During August 2018 Ray H did surveys with results returned to Debbie. In the first session, 3 tunnels were
used, one at the new glade below the Blossom Way entrance, one at the south end of Station Meadow
virtually opposite Reservoir Pond and the third close to Pytchley Bridge, where it borders the Rugby School
field
In a subsequent session, Ray placed two tunnels by the new rough path along the western edge from
Ashlawn Bridge, where it borders the Rugby Riding School fields.
Unfortunately, no hedgehogs were found in any of the surveys.
During 2018 near the reserve, one was discovered in a Percival Rd garden and earlier there were road
casualties in Percival Rd, Hillmorton Rd near Stanley Rd, and Ashlawn Rd west of
speed cameras.
Muntjac: continue to pop out of the undergrowth and we often get reports from
walkers.
Foxes and Badgers are regular visitors or residents, so the Rabbits have to be
wary.
Shrew: One dared to run across the path , Max Amos had his camera in hand.
Weasel: One was seen by Debbie, Steve & Laurence when on the torchlight survey in May
Woodland:
Hornbeam Steve W re-established the positions of six, we need to mark them so they’re not lost again.
Ash Dieback Not good news is that it has been found on the reserve in May on Section D
Scrub: We continue to create and manage areas of scrub for the benefit of nesting small birds and
woodland regeneration. Bramble in these areas benefit Sliver-washed Fritillary as a preferred nectar
source
Wildflowers:
It was another excellent year for Violets which is good news for Silver-washed Fritillary as they are their
larval food plant. E7e
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Marsh Orchids growing at Station Pools were in good numbers again.

Coltsfoot 21-3-18 SW,

F4e bee on F4e Tufted Vetch 31-5-18 PP,

D14e Violets nr Jolly's Hedge 18-4-18 PP,

F3e Grass Vetchling 3-6-18 PP

D14e Southern Marsh Orchids 1-6-18 SW

F3e Bee, Mark J, 2018

E11w Green Alkanet, 7-5-18 PP

G1 Scarlet Pimpernel 7-6-18 PP

F3e 3-6-18 Hogweed PP0604

D15w Ivy flower 16-10-18 PP; D14e Purple Loosestrife 19-8-18 PP; F3e Bird's-foot Trefoil 3-6-18 PP; D13w Michaelmas Daisy
16-10-18 PP
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Bug’s, Flies etc

D14e a leaf beetle 24-5-18 PP

F5w Beetle 21-6-18 PP;
PP,

E7e mating Harlequins 27-5-18 PP
E7w Red Headed Cardinal Beetle (SW1)
D15e Path Pool Water Boatman- swims on its back 13-6-18 SW

Eupeodes bucculatus Hoverfly on Buttercup 21-6-18 SW ; F5w 21-6-18 SW F3w Bee flies 13-5-18

F5w Long-winged Conehead Cricket; Grasshopper 23-8-18 PP;

Ashln E11w Broad-bodied Chaser f, 22-5-

18 PP

Fungi

G1 Onley Embankment Bolete Xerocomellus porosporous 2-9-18 PP

C16w PP Lepista sordida Sordid Blewit 15-11-18 PP
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Bolete Xerocomellus porosporous, is possibly the first bolete found on Ashlawn. Bolete’s often slowly turn
blue when cut, they distribute spores through tubes rather than gills.

D12w Purple Jellydisc above crust-Fungus “Silver-leaf” 12-11-18 SW 2-9-18 F2e Coral-spot 8-3-18 DC, F2e Tripe-Fungus 4-3-18

Dave Champion said he was reasonably sure it’s a developing “Tripe-Fungus” Auricularia mesenterica
based on form, habit, and colours. The special thing with Porosporus is the spores as they have flat
ends. Germ-pores, spores, X 1,000 under oil immersion are 16 um x 6um small (1,000th part of a
millimetre).

E11w Shaggy Parasol Pytchley path13-9-18 PP; E9eN Yellow or Apricot Club 25-11-18; E9w Wood Blewit at base Ash 25-11-18

F4e Rose hips16-10-18 PP; D14e Natures harvest 16-10-18 PP; F5e Autumn Colours16-10-18 PP: D13w Hawthorn 16-10-18 PP

Newbold Quarry Park LNR
The Trust organised a series of work parties here, and they were well
attended
Nearby resident John Rix continues to provide some much-needed butterfly
records. Ringlet and Large White were the most seen, there were a few
Common Blues, and Red Admirals increased in numbers towards the autumn.
Common Spotted Orchid, Twayblade, Milkwort, Carline Thistle, and Hop
Trefoil grow here
We plan to hold workparties here in 2019.
They will be led by Richard Beswick
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Swift Valley Park LNR

Swift Hedging 24-2-18 NW 0227

Swift Volunteer applying fluence 24-2-18 NW 0229

160418 Swift Valley Hedge 2 SW6s

Swift Valley report for 2018
Group numbers of “Friends of Swift Valley” volunteers dropped slightly over the past year, as four new
members didn’t stay. The reserve covers a large area so looking after it is a huge undertaking.
We’re still removing plastic protection, thinning out dead and damaged trees in the woodlands, laying and
improving the old hedges as we work our way from the car park northwards through the reserve.
This included laying a 120metres stretch of hedge between fields 2&3.
Woodland edge thinning between field 3 and the marsh
required some chainsaw work and with this we were
helped by Brandon and their Nature Force group

160418 Swift Valley Hedge 2 (SW7vs)
During spring and summer, we strimmed and
mowed to maintain path edges, occasionally
cutting

back drooping branches. Mid to late summer
sometimes in very hot weather it’s the
unpopular job of controlling invasive weeds
Ragwort and Dock.
Neville did a full breeding bird survey program
for the BTO in the Spring of 18 but results were
poor compared to previous years. Whether that
was due to the reserve being boxed in by
developers thus loosing adjacent crop fields
where previously flocks of winter thrushes,
linnets, & yellowhammers could be found or
perhaps the winter cold and snow or a very wet
spring, I’m not sure.
We carried out a program of weekly transect
surveys for butterfly species on the reserve.
For the results see the Butterfly Conservation Transect Report.
We erected an owl box in one of the woodlands last year, but after finding several wild bee nests in the
tree’s we had to find an alternative site. Two more owl box’s and a couple of Kestrel boxes to erect to
complement the number of existing small bird boxes.
Friends of Swift Valley again won a Rugby in Bloom Gold Award, so thanks again
to our group of volunteers for their hard work throughout the year.
I also must thank Chris Worman & Steve Cook at Rugby Borough Council for their continued support.
Swift Valley report by N. Weston abridged by P Parr. For full report see separate document.
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Cock Robin Wood NR.
Derek Lill, Volunteer Work Party Leader said “I wish to record
the excellent contribution made by our regular volunteers,
who turn up Monday after Monday come rain or shine.
Without their contribution nothing much would be done and as
volunteer work party leader I thank them all for their help and
friendship”.
Nine regulars attended clocking up a total of 956 hours and
387 attendances. The hours include tool maintenance and
doing administration.
Hedging: The visible section was completed and last winter
and a start has been made on the final
Stretch along the top of the wood. The material here is
particularly poor due to overhanging trees'
Some of them will be removed or trimmed back to allow light
to penetrate.
Small pond: Final backbreaking work has been completed
and the pond is free of New Zealand
Pigmy Weed - at Present.
Large pond: As I write it is covered in ice and about thirty logs
thrown there by the locals. Once
thawed we have a little job to do!
Woodland Thinning; The thinning of Compartment B by Trust staff is almost complete and has made a big
improvement to the light reaching the floor. Our group raked up a mass of chippings from the forest floor
and used them to improve paths. A mass of brash remains and will be made into dead hedges.
Derek Lill - Cock Robin Wood Voluntary Warden.
For full report see separate document.
__________________________________________________
Conservation report compiled by Phil Parr, WWT - Rugby Wildlife Conservation Officer, & Butterfly
Conservation Rugby Area Liaison Officer, 24th June 2019
Credits and thanks are due to photographers Steve Wright (SW), Ken Monk (KM), Lance Hamnett (LH),
Dave Champion (DC), Mark Johnson (MJ) and Neville Weston (NW).
We are most grateful to all the many volunteers who have helped improve Rugby wildlife areas, whether
for the benefit of wildlife or amenity.
We have enjoyed doing it, and hope you have.
Thankyou.
Phil Parr for Rugby Wildlife

Ashlawn D14e Autumn Colours along Jolly’s path 10-10-18
PP0366s

